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This partnership will extend AIMed's vision and bring about a revolution that embraces a new paradigm of medicine
and healthcare propelled by Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related new technologies.

AIMed, a leading provider of global clinician-led artificial intelligence events, education and editorial content in healthcare and
medicine has announced a new partnership with Best Case Scenario (BCS), a leading event management company based in
Sydney, together launching AIMed Australia.
This partnership will extend AIMed's vision and bring about a revolution that embraces a new paradigm of medicine and
healthcare propelled by Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related new technologies.
AIMed Australia will be AIMed's fourth flagship event, on top of AIMed North America, Europe and Asia. The soft launch will
take place towards the end of May and AIMed and BCS will host its first conference together later in the year.
AIMed CEO, Freddy White said: "BCS has been passionate about AIMed from the start and we couldn't be happier with this
collaboration. AIMed is very focused on supporting healthcare professionals and leaders and the development of AI
strategies. We believe our global perspective will support our friends and colleagues as well as Australia."
"AIMed and its global community are the kind of program and discussion which Australia needs to be part of if we are serious
about understanding how AI will impact the future of healthcare and medicine, and to significantly improve patient outcomes,"
stated Luli Adeyemo, Founder and Director of BCS.
AIMed Chairman and Founder, Chief Intelligence and Innovation Officer of Children's Hospital of Orange County (CHOC) Dr.
Anthony Chang added, "AIMed has been yearning to be in Australia as some of the World's best minds in informatics and
intelligence in biomedicine are in that region.
"In order to be excellent at AI in medicine and healthcare, we need to learn about each country's health system, AI
landscape, and how they solve problems using AI. We very much look forward to this exciting opportunity to learn from each
other."

